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Hello Everyone,

The Holidays are fast approaching and I hope you find the time to relax and enjoy time 
with family and friends.  Here is another Messer / Neu Messer Newsletter.  As always, 
please let me know if you have suggestions for upcoming newsletters or articles or 
photos you would like to share.  

Regards,

Mike Meisinger
Village Coordinator for Messer and Neu Messer

Technology Update:  The work on updating our AHSGR website is progressing well and 
you should start to see changes very soon.  We hope they make the website easier to use and 
we also plan to add a “members only” section that will include additional information that will 
not be available to non-members.

Questions for the Group:  Zenda Koch is new to this distribution list and would like to 
know if anyone has any information to share on her ancestors from Neu Messer.  Her 
ancestors that are connected with Neu Messer are the Muellers (Millers) and Scheibels.   Her 
great, great grandfather Johannes Peter Mueller was married on Dec. 12, 1848 to Maria 
Katherina Scheibel, according to records she has found.   She says, “There almost always 
seems to be a little confusion over first names, but the surnames I will be searching for are 
Mueller and Scheibel, for sure. Ostermuller is another possibility for his mother's family.”  If any 
of you can help Zenda with her research, please send her an email at zenda@bresnan.net.  

Designation of Donations for Messer / Neu Messer Records Acquisition:  
From time to time we receive mailings asking for donations to support the ongoing mission of 
the AHSGR.  When you contribute you have the option to select how your donations are used.  
There are other historical documents available in the Russian Archives for Messer and Neu 
Messer but it will take money to acquire and translate them.  If you want to support the 
acquisition of additional Messer and Neu Messer records, one way is to designate your 
donations to that purpose.  Just write in the comments field for your donation that you would 
like your money to be used for “Messer and/or Neu Messer records acquisition”.  

mailto:zenda@bresnan.net


Neu Messer Pictures:  I found the following pictures of Neu Messer on the internet and 
thought they might be of interest.

Building built in 1929 on the outskirts of Neu Messer
(Photo by George Shpak – May, 2009)

wolgadeutsche.net/spack/Reise_1_114htm

Old Wooden Building in Neu Messer
(Photo by Georg Shpak – May, 2009)

wolgadeutsche.net/spack/Reise_1_112htm



Old Brick Building in Neu Messer
(Photo by George Shpak – May, 2009)

wolgadeutsche.net/spack/Reise_1_113htm

Millstone found near Neu Messer
(Photo by George Shpak – May, 2009)

wolgadeutsche.net/spack/Reise_1_125htm



Messer Supper during Billings Convention:  We had a great time visiting and 
sharing stories at the Cracker Barrel Restaurant Friday night during the convention. 

Clockwise from bottom left: Mike Meisinger, Irma Eichhorn, Juanita Hanhardt, Ron Hanhardt, 
Betty Weibert, Jim Weibert, and Shirley Betz.

List of German Colonists with surnames found in Messer who appear in the 
Russian Oath lists but not the Kuhlberg lists.  I recently purchased a copy of the 
book, “Auswwanderung deutscher Kolonisten nach Russland im Jahre 1766”, by Andreas Idt 
and Georg Rauschenbach.  The book is primarily written in Russian but there are sections that 
include their German translations.  The book contains many tables of Colonists who took 
Oaths of Allegiance to Russia, with comparisons of the name spelling used on the Oath versus 
the spelling used in the Kulhberg lists.  Much of the information in these tables is in German, 
so I assume that is the language in which it was originally recorded.  The majority of the 
names in the tables appear in both columns.  I have listed the surnames found in Messer that 
appear in the Oath lists but not in the Kuhlberg lists as this is new information, (at least to me).  
Of course, just because the individuals listed below have a surname found in Messer, it 
doesn't mean that individual settled there.  Let me know if you would like to know how the 
spelling of any of your ancestors' names appeared in the Oath lists versus the Kuhlberg lists. 

Sequence #     Arrival
Page Name in Oath List      Date Ship Name

105 Mathias Schmidt 150 16 Aug 1766 Prinz Karl* 
105 Anna Schmidt 151 16 Aug 1766 Prinz Karl*
109 Mathias Schmidt 252 16 Aug 1766 Prinz Karl*
109 Anna Schmidt 253 16 Aug 1766 Prinz Karl*



111 Christian Brunner 315 16 Aug 1766 Prinz Karl*
111 Margaretha Brunner 316 16 Aug 1766 Prinz Karl*
111 Barbora Brunner 317 16 Aug 1766 Prinz Karl*
111 Margaretha Brunner 318 16 Aug 1766 Prinz Karl*
111 Johann Poppe 330 16 Aug 1766 Prinz Karl*
111 Margaretha Poppe 331 16 Aug 1766 Prinz Karl*
111 Christina Poppe 332 16 Aug 1766 Prinz Karl*
199 Peter Brauer 99 ** 29 May 1766 Adler
214 Adam Heyn 70 9 Jun 1766 Love and Unity
216 Thomas Schmit 127 9 Jun 1766 Love and Unity
216 Henrich Peter Keiser 130 9 Jun 1766 Love and Unity
236 Johann Michäl Becker 92 9 Jun 1766 Mann and Frau
242 Gottfried Schütz 50 25 Jun 1766 Der Junge Heinrich
257 Carl Rädder 16 ***
259 Johannes Müller 3 ***

* This Ship not found in Kuhlberg list.
** Die Name Peter Brauer kommen zwei Mal vor, einmal vom Vorsteher als schreibunkundig 
mit Kreuzen eingetragen, danach haben sie eigenständig unterschrieben.  (I couldn't get a 
good translation of this German sentence so I included it as found in the book.)
*** This list is comprised of names of people the businessman Lemaistre transported from 
Germany to Russia.  There are three sets of sequence numbers for this list.  Carl Rädder is in 
the first sequence and Johannes Müller is in the third.

The book also contains a table listing a comparison of the name spellings for a few individuals 
across the Oath lists, the Ship lists, the transport lists, and the first settlers lists.  Here are the 
few entries for Messer:

First
Oath Ship Transport  Settlers
List List List List

Ochsen Hirt Jacob Ochsenhirt Jacob Ochsenhirt Jacob Оксенгирт Якоб 
Wittmann Johann Ernst Willmann Johann Willmann Ernst Вилъманн Иоганн Эрнст
Weber Johann Peter Weber Peter Weber Johann Peter Вебер Иоганн Петер  

Most of the transport list entries in the table referenced above are from Brent Mai's “Transport 
of the Volga Germans from Orienbaum to the Colonies on the Volga 1766 – 1767”.  However, 
the three above are from a document found by the authors in the Russian Archives.  This 
document was signed by the individuals above which shows they were in the transport group 
even though they did not appear in any of the currently discovered transport lists.  The 
document had to do with a complaint made by some of the immigrants concerning their 
treatment by the transport commanders.

2016 Convention:  The 2016 AHSGR Convention will be held in Concord, California next 
July.  Please mark your calendars now.  I hope to see many of you there.



Social Security Application Index on Ancestry:  The following information was 
provided by Maggie Hein the Village Coordinator for Frank.  

“No more waiting for SSN application information. If you have an Ancestry account, there is 
now a new database called "U.S., Social Security Applications and Claims Index, 1936-2007". 
The difference between this database and the old Death Index is that the new database 
reports the parent's names and birth locations, which is what you wanted from the SSN app in 
the first place. I have experimented with it a little bit, and have found useful information. Of 
course, this won't help with people who died prior to the existence of the SSN system. “  

Even if you do not have an Ancestry Account, most public libraries have an institutional copy 
you can use.  I did a quick search with birth place of Lisanderdorf and another with birth place 
of Messer and got the following hits:

Index to Alien Case Files:  Maggie Hein also provided the following.   

“Second, if the immigrant ancestor being researched never became a naturalized citizen, and 
they were alive during WWII, they would have had to register as an Alien.  Both of my 
grandparents fall into this category. Obtaining these documents is a bit tedious. They are held 
by the National Archives and you actually have to write, call, or fax in order to get the 
documents - no online ordering system.  If you have an Ancestry account, you can search the 
database - "U.S., Index to Alien Case Files at the National Archives at Kansas City, 1944–
2003" – to determine if there is a file on the ancestor you are researching. I got my 
grandparent's files just out of curiosity just to see what they contained.  There was nothing 
there that I did not already know, but had I not known where my grandparents were born, the 
files would have given me that information.“

I do volunteer work at the National Archives in Kansas City every other Monday so I had them 
pull some case files on family names that were common in Messer.  I asked for 10 files and 9 
of them turned out to be on Germans from Russia, but only one was from Messer or Neu 
Messer.  That one was for Katrin Mary Betz.  Her file included the following documents:
– Letter regarding a Visa Application and request for translations of foreign language 
documents submitted,

Name Birth Date Birth Place Father's Name Mother's Name Death Date

Alexander Reisbig 06/28/1897 Lisanderdorf, Soviet Union Friedonhol Reisbig Maria C Hardt  
Emma Adler 04/02/1913 Messer, Soviet Union Karl Lorenz Katharina Weber 05/11/2000
Henry Peter Albrecht 11/16/1877 Messer, Soviet Union Henry P Albrecht Marie K Weibert  
Alex Estreich 05/28/1896 Messer, Soviet Union John Estreich Marie C Schnider 03/18/1977
Katherine Gurtner 01/02/1903 Messer Henry Ulrich Katherine Ostereich 02/26/2000
Jacob Lehr 08/23/1885 Messer, Soviet Union Peter Lehr Katherine Raisbig  
Peter Lehr 07/08/1911 Messer, Soviet Union Peter Lehr Maria Wunder 01/19/2007
Jacob Lehr 12/18/1912 Messer, Soviet Union Carl Lehr Maria K Schmidt 07/08/1999
Pete Reisbick 11/10/1883 Messer, Soviet Union Henry Reisbick Eva Estrich  
Amalia Weber Weigand 02/10/1877 Messer, Soviet Union Henry P Weber Anna M Lehr  



– Copy of 1960 Certificate of Naturalization, (including picture),
– Petition for Naturalization,
– Affidavit of Witnesses, Jake Estrick and Anna E. Estrick,
– Notice of final hearing on Petition for Naturalization,
– Application to file Petition for Naturalization,
– Statement of facts for preparation of Petition,
– FBI Agency Name Check,
– Certificate of Admission of Alien,
– Request for records for file consolidation,
– Agency Name Check with finger prints, and
– Alien Registration Form.
These documents include the following facts:
– Birth date:  August 11, 1885
– Birth place:  Lizanderdorf, Russia
– Marriage date:  December 27, 1909
– Marriage place:  New Messer, Russia
– Spouse's birth date:  September 24, 1884
– Husband's birth place:  New Messer, Russia
– Husband's name:  Henry Jacob Betz
– Immigration Date:  December 23, 1911
– Immigration Place:  New York City, New York
– Name of Ship:  Campania
– Children's names, birthplaces, birth dates, and current residences:  

– Mollie, Russia, September 21, 1910, living in Mead, CO
– Emma, Loveland, CO, November 28, 1912, living in Denver, CO
– Enra, Loveland, CO, July 23, 1914, living in Ft. Collins, CO
– Alvena, Loveland, CO, June 21, 1916, living in Mead, CO
– Henry, Johnstown, CO, December 15, 1920, living in Berthoud, CO
– Emanuel, Johnstown, CO, March 17, 1922, living in Johnstown, CO

– Father's name:  Heinrich Mersh
– Mother's name:  Katherin Mary Mersh
– Last Foreign Residence:  New Messer (with friend John Betz)
– Passengers who traveled with to America:  Henry Jacob Betz – husband, Mollie Betz – 
daughter
– Destination in the US:  Loveland, CO (to cousin Chaim Rudel)
– Height: 67 inches
– Weight 156 pounds
– Eyes: Blue
– Hair: Red
– Complexion: Medium
– Identifying Marks: Scar on right arm
The other files I reviewed had a variety of documents.  Some had more and some had less.  
The smallest file had only an Address Report Card, Alien Registration Form, two Alien 
Registration Cards, and a statement from her doctor that she was too sick to come in for an 
interview.  One of the larger files included documents for the Alien and for her father as they 
were used as documentation for her naturalization.  Some other interesting documents that 



were included in some of the files were; a letter from a sister verifying immigration facts, a 
marriage certificate, district court record showing list of children of the applicant's father, copies 
of correspondence with Immigration and Naturalization Agency regarding application, traffic 
violations, statement from applicant on why she wanted to become a citizen, request for files 
by applicant's representative, and a notice that yearly address card was not received.  The last 
file I looked at was extremely large and the reason is explained in the article below.

The Naturalization of John Carl Lehr:  You just can't look at historical records very 
long without coming across interesting stories.  As I was researching the Alien Records 
mentioned above, I ran across the story of John Carl Lehr.   All of the other Alien files I looked 
at were less than 20 pages in length, so when I saw that John Carl Lehr's was 3 inches thick I 
knew it wasn't your average Naturalization file.  Even though John was born in Norka and not 
Messer or Neu Messer his story is so interesting I decided to include it in this Newsletter.  John 
Carl Lehr was born in Norka around 1896 and came to the United States with his family 
around 1905.  He had no memory of the trip and in fact thought he was born in Lincoln, 
Nebraska.  Since he thought he was born in the US he also thought he was a US Citizen.  
John and his family lived in Lincoln for a few years and then moved to Colorado where he lived 
until the mid 1920s.  He then moved to California and was living there in the mid 1940s.  He 
worked for the County and as he was looking toward retirement decided he would need a copy 
of his birth certificate.  When he wrote to Nebraska for the certificate he learned that he wasn't 
born there and after consulting with family members found out he was actually born in Russia.  
In 1944 he applied for US Citizenship and that's when his troubles began.  It turned out that 
John had a run in with the law in Colorado when he was in his early twenties.  He had been 
arrested and convicted for check forgery twice, (in 1919 for a $25.50 check and in 1921 for a 
$45.00 check).  All this came to light when the FBI did their standard background check on his 
finger prints as part of the naturalization process.  Since he had been convicted twice and 
served time, the Immigration Law of 1917 said he must be deported.  Of course all this took a 
while and it was June of 1950 when he was ordered deported.  He appealed his deportation 
and was placed on conditional parole.  The appeal process proceeded slowly and at one point 
his son, a Sergeant in the US Army, had his Chaplain write a letter inquiring about the status of 
the appeal.  John provided references from multiple people in California, including the local 
police chief, that testified to his good character.  He also provided pages of information 
showing his places of residence throughout his life.  Finally, in July of 1954 a hearing was held 
to determine the status of his appeal of the deportation.  The entire transcript of that hearing is 
included in the file.  Fortunately for John, the Judge found a loophole in the 1917 Immigration 
law which allowed John to leave the country on his own accord, and at his own expense, and 
return within 3 months.  He was given a pre-admission back into the US, a document of 
explanation for the Canadian authorities, and a medical exam to ensure he would be 
readmitted.  John left the US for Canada on or before April 1, 1954 and returned on July 28, 
1954.  He reapplied for US Citizenship and was finally naturalized on March 5, 1958.  All this 
information and, of course, much more was documented in his Alien Case File.



Messer Entries in “Transport of the Volga Germans from Oranienbaum to 
the Colonies on the Volga 1766 – 1767”:  This book was published by the AHSGR in 
1998.  It is the translation of 9 of the Oranienbaum transport lists and includes 7501 names of 
Colonists.  Obviously it is not a complete list of all the Colonists and unfortunately not many of 
the Messer families are included.  There are a several however, so I have created the table 
below comparing the entries from the Transport list to the Messer First Settlers List.  All of 
these Colonists were in the group of 898 led by Lt. Shchirokov.  Johann Georg Laufer was one 
of the Group Leaders, or Vorstehers.  Of the 7501 on the list, 1264 or 16.9% died between 
Oranienbaum and Saratov.

Family Number
from Messer First Settlers Transport
First Settlers List Transport List

List Last Name First Name Age Notes List Number Last Name First Name Age Notes

83 Laufer Johann Georg 47 3886 Lauffer Johann George Vorsteher
3887  Anna Margaretha wife

 Martha Elisabeth 44 wife 3888  
 Nicolaus 12 son 3889  Nicolaus 11 son
 Anna Katharina 18 daughter 3890  Anna Catharina 17 daughter
 Elisabeth 11 daughter 3891  Anna Elisabeth 8 daughter
 Sophia 7 daughter 3892  Sophia 6 daughter

3893  Anna Margar. 4 died enroute

84 Nenies? Johann Philipp 24 3816 Nonius Johann Philip
(Nunius) Anna Eva 20 wife 3817 Anna Eva wife

85 Ernst Johann Georg 30 3187 Ernst Joh. George
Luzia Barbara 20 wife 3188 Lucia Barbara wife

86 Zeller Jacob 36 3855 Zöller Jacob
Barbara 22 wife

87 Schneider Anna Dorothea 47 widow 3904 Schneider Mrs. Casper widow
3905 Conrad 20 son

Johannes 20 son 3906 Johannes 19 son
Elisabeth 23 daughter 3907 Elisabeth 23 daughter

3908 Anna Barbara 22 daughter
Katharina 16 daughter 3909 Catharina 16 daughter

3894 Nuss Joh. Jacob died enroute
88 Nuss Anna Elisabeth 51 widow 3895 Anna Elisab. wife

Johann Georg 20 son 3896 Joh. Georg 21 son
Johann Ernst 18 son 3897 Georg Ernst 20 son
Johannes 12 son 3898 Johannes 11 son
Johann Heinrich 10 son 3899 Joh. Heinrich 8 son
Elisabeth 22 daughter 3900 Anna Elisabeth 23 daughter
Anna Magdalena 16 daughter 3901 Anna Maria 17 daughter

3877 Geyer Johannes died enroute
89 Herr Johann Jacob 24 3878 Johann Jacob 23 son

Johanna Christina 25 wife 3879
Johann Heinrich 20 brother 3880 Johann Heinrich 20 son
Wilhelmine 18 sister 3881 Wilhelmina 18 daughter

Elisabeth 17 daughter

92 Emmerling? Johann Heinrich 18 3818 Eÿmerling Johann Heinrich



If you aren't a member please consider joining the AHSGR: The vast majority of 
information I have found on my family, and much of what I have shared in my Newsletters, was 
made possible by the work of the AHSGR.  The ongoing mission of the AHSGR is “... the 
discovery, collection, preservation, and dissemination of information related to the history, 
cultural heritage and genealogy of Germanic Settlers in the Russian Empire and their 
descendants.”  The organization needs your help and the help of other Germans from Russia 
to fulfill this mission.  If you are not already a member please consider joining.  Information on 
joining is available at:

http://ahsgr.org/Membership.htm

New Book on Messer Descendants Available:  Two dozen third generation Alt 
Messer cousins have been working hard for about three years to collect and compile the many 
stories and photos for a Weber Family Book (Gottfried Weber Descendants), that includes all 
of the known Alt Messer family relationships. The close family relationships formed in Alt 
Messer continues to this day such that it is almost impossible to actually tell any one Family 
story without including the expanded Families. Three hundred and forty-two surnames listed 
include the following:  Bekker, Crawford, Davis, Geis, Hadwiger, Haskins, Krause, Laufer, 
Lorenz, McDaniel, Meisinger, Meyer, Patzkowsky, Schram, Smith, Weber, Weigand and 
Worthington.

Starting about 1720 in Hesse, Germany, the book provides Family and historical background 
to help one better appreciate what challenges our ancestors faced.  It also includes maps of 
possible routes for the 1766/1767 journey to Messer, Russia.  Messer’s early history and living 
conditions are documented until about 1941 with the start of WWII. Personal stories from 
families that lived in Alt Messer and eleven Pre WWI photos of the actual Ships that 
transported the Alt Messer Families to the USA are included. 
 
Greta S Weber Beavers, David L Schram and Donald L Beavers are proud to present you with 
“Gottfried Weber Family, with Emphasis on Descendants of Johann Peter Weber b. 1743, 
Büches, Germany to Messer, Russia to Kansas/Oklahoma USA,  A 250 Year Journal”.  A large 
linen hardback book with 307 pages (140 pages in color) that lists 2,000 people over twelve 
generations, published November 2015.  For additional information: email Don Beavers at 
dlgsbeavers@gmail.com

New German Origin found for Messer Family:  There is a fairly new web site in 
Germany that has online records for a number of German Churches.  Unfortunately, this is not 
a free site.  Maggie Hein, the Village Coordinator for Frank, has established a research fund to 
examine these records, looking for the German Origins of people who ended up in Frank or 
Kolb.  The funds are being used to pay a German researcher to explore these records.  
Although they were looking for people from Frank or Kolb they ran across the family of Johann 
Meininger, one of the original Messer Settlers and shared the following information with me.

“Confirmed German Origin - Meininger and Thaut (Messer and Kolb); Adler (Kolb), 
commissioned by the Frank-Kolb research fund:

mailto:dlgsbeavers@gmail.com
http://ahsgr.org/Membership.htm


Kulberg, page 127: Johann Meininger, farmer from Isenberg, his wife Anna, children: Johann, 
age 13, Peter age 6 ½, Just age 5 ½, Heinrich age ¼, Christina, age 17, Anna age 11;  and 
brother-in-law Wilhelm, age 20.

This family is recorded in the Messer First Settler’s List, page 141, Family 41.   Anna appears 
to have died during the journey.  All of the children survived the trip.  Wilhelm Daut  is listed as 
age 21, an orphan in the Meininger household.

Johannes Meininger, born 26 Dec 1722 in Mittelgründau, and Anna Catharina Daut, born 25 
Jun 1727, were married on 10 Feb 1746 according to the Gründau church records.   Both the 
Daut (Thaut) and Meininger family can be traced back several generations in the Gründau 
records.

By the time of the 1798 census, four of the Meininger children and Wilhelm Thaut have 
relocated to Kolb.

According to the 1798 census, Christina Meininger married Johannes Adler.  The Adler 
family also originated in the Gründau area.  According to the Gründau church records,  
Johannes Adler was born 3 May 1748 in Gettenbach.  It appears that Johannes and his 
mother, Anna Dorothea, were the only members of their family to attempt the trip to Russia.
 
It is unclear how Wilhelm Thaut is related to Anna Catharina Daut.  He is described as 
“brother-in-law” to Johannes Meininger in the Kulberg book, which had led us to think that he 
must be Anna Catharina’s brother.  However, according to the Gründau church records, Anna 
Catharina’s father died in 1729, which makes it impossible for him to be the father of someone  
born in 1746.  This will require further research.

It is likely that other individuals who settled in Messer could be found in the Gründau records.   
There are two other Meininger families, and it seems reasonable that all three of these 
families, who were all on the same ship and all settled in Messer, would have originated in the 
same locality.   There are Götz ancestors in the Daut line.  There are several Götz families on 
the same ship, two of who appear on the Messer first settlers list.  The researcher who went 
through these records for us mentioned that she had seen the Betz name – there is also a 
Betz on the same ship and in the Messer FSL.  I think anyone on that ship whose origin 
according to the Messer FSL is “Isenberg” is worth looking for in the records of this area.” 

Thanks to Maggie for sharing this information with us. 


